
WHAT IS ALL THIS Q STUFF ABOUT?

 
“Everything they told you was a Lie.”

~ Matrix, Part I (Morpheus to Neo)

“When ‘non-dogmatic’ information becomes FREE & TRANSPARENT it becomes a threat to those who
attempt to control the narrative and/or stable [livestock kept – sheep].

When you are awake, you stand on the outside of the stable (‘group-think’ collective) and have ‘free 
thought’.

~ QAnon (21 Nov. 2019 – Post #3613) 

Prologue—Definition of Terms 

Socratic Dialectical Inquiry – 1776-2020 – How did America (and the Western World) move from a 
Judeo-Christian worldview based on the Resurrection of Jesus Christ (circa AD 28) to Hegelian and 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1197645040207532033.html


Marxian Dialectics, Darwinian Evolution Atheism and Racialist Eugenics (Abortion), to 
Institutionalizing and Weaponizing Satanic Child Sacrifice, Globalist Pedophilia, MK-Ultra mind 
control and Zero Population networks based on the Illuminati Conspiracy of the One-World 
Government or the New World Order . . . in just under 250 years?

Matrix   Movie Plot Summary   – “Morpheus explains that, years ago, humans developed Artificial 
Intelligence but lost control of it. In desperation, humans chose to create a nuclear winter, thinking 
that by blocking out the sun, they could eliminate the solar power the robots needed to survive. But the
robots adapted, and now they run the ravaged world and harvest humans for bioelectric food. The 
Matrix is a computer-generated dream world designed to keep these humans under control. Humans 
are kept sedated, effectively living a virtual life. Neo awakens in a bed back on Morpheus’s ship, and 
Morpheus further explains that one man was born into the Matrix with the power to change anything 
in it. This man freed the first human minds. An Oracle has prophesied his return, and Morpheus 
believes Neo is the reincarnation of the One.” 
What is QAnon? According to Wikipedia … 

While this definition below has some truth, it was obvious written by a person with a perverted 
understanding of the QAnon movement, therefore, of necessity this synopsis contains much 
disinformation that due to the space constraints I have bold words/phrases Wiki purposely perverted 
in order for you to do further research to learn the truth on your own. 

“QAnon is a far-right conspiracy theory detailing a supposed secret plot by an alleged “deep state” 
against U.S. President Donald Trump and his supporters. The theory began with an October 2017 post 
on the anonymous imageboard 4chan by someone using the name Q, a presumably 
American individual that may have later grown to include multiple people, claiming to have access to
classified information involving the Trump administration and its opponents in the United States. Q 
has… accused [exposed and proven] numerous liberal Hollywood actors, Democratic politicians, and 
high-ranking officials of engaging in an international child sex trafficking ring, and has claimed that 
Donald Trump feigned collusion with Russians in order to enlist Robert Mueller to join him in 
exposing the ring and preventing a coup d’état by Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, and George Soros. 
“Q” is a reference to the top-secret Q clearance. QAnon believers commonly tag their social media 
posts with the hashtag #WWG1WGA, signifying the motto “where we go one, we go all.” 
The QAnon post above (dated 17 Nov. 2017) is a definitive narrative of a QAnon post that both 
explains its purpose while concurrently stating its purpose by using code to expose the actions of Deep 
State and Shadow Government saboteurs and traitors – both here in America and Illuminous Globalists 
throughout the world using the 3-sided pyramid (a primary Freemason and Illuminati symbol) of – 1. 
The House of Saud; 2. House of Rothschild; 3. Billionaire Globalist/Nazi Youth Agent, George Soros. 
Follow the bloodlines. 
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What is Project MKUltra? 

According to an Ethan Huff article published in NaturalNews.com on 19 April 2019, titled, “ 
EXPOSED: Secret government documents reveal how CIA MKUltra program involved drugging 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-04-10-cia-mkultra-program-involved-drugging-criminals-improve-interrogation.html


criminals awaiting trial to “improve interrogation” process, Huff traces the historical origins of the CIA
MKUltra mind control projects on U.S. –

In a nutshell, the CIA had basically been involved in brainwashing prisoners with pharmaceutical 
drugs in order to get them to say and do things that the CIA wanted them to – a covert program of 
mind-control known more popularly today as MKUltra. A lengthy analysis of the CIA’s MKUltra 
program put out by     The History Channel   describes it as involving the “covert use of biological and 
chemical materials” for the supposed purpose of maintaining “American values” – though we now 
know that it was obviously about something entirely different and far more nefarious. “MK-Ultra’s 
‘mind control’ experiments generally centered around behavior modification via electro-shock therapy,
hypnosis, polygraphs, radiation, and a variety of drugs, toxins, and chemicals,” writes Brianna Nofil 
for The History Channel. “These experiments relied on a range of test subjects: some who freely 
volunteered, some who volunteered under coercion, and some who had absolutely no idea they were 
involved in a sweeping defense research program. From mentally-impaired boys at a state school, to 
American soldiers, to ‘sexual psychopaths’ at a state hospital, MK-Ultra’s programs often preyed on 
the most vulnerable members of society,” she adds. 
If the Matrix Movie was MKUltra 2000, then QAnon is the antidote to the Illuminati-Rothschild-
New World Order: 1776-2020

On 19 Nov. 2019 QAnon posted this lengthy and revelatory post about the existential battles between 
Good and Evil that has defined humanity and particularly the Apotheosis of America and the 
Damnation of Illuminous-Satanist Globalism: 1776-2020.

https://www.history.com/mkultra-operation-midnight-climax-cia-lsd-experiments
https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-04-10-cia-mkultra-program-involved-drugging-criminals-improve-interrogation.html


QAnon     Post #3613   (21 

https://qalerts.app/posts/?n=3613


Nov. 2019) 

In a recent essay I traced the origins of Globalism, the Deep State, Modernity and Satanism in the 
singular man, Adam Weishaupt (1748 -1830), a Jesuit-trained agent provocateur, Revolutionary, 
Satanist, Lawyer and founder of the Illuminati on 1 May 1776 (2 months before the American 
Revolution [4 July 1776]). The Illuminati had 7 basic principles for World deconstruction, domination, 
destruction as a prologue to establish their ‘Utopia’ on earth, e.g.,   New World Order =

• Abolition of all ordered government (e.g., Anarchy, Democracy, Nihilism, Hegelian “Master-
Slave” Dialectic, Globalism, Illuminati, Agenda 2030, Satanic Ritual Child Sacrifice-Abuse, 
etc.) 

• Abolition of private property (e.g., Marxism, Communism, Socialism, Agenda 2020)
• Abolition of Inheritance (e.g., Rothschilds, Central Banking, Federal Reserve, 16th 

Amendment)
• Abolition of Patriotism (e.g., Loyalists, Democrat Party, Liberal Fascism, Globalism, 17th 

Amendment)
• Abolition of the Family (e.g., Pornography, Communism, Socialism, Nazis-Occult Sex Magic, 

Democrat Party, Feminism, Child Sex Trafficking, Same-sex Marriage, Satanic Ritual Child 
Sacrifice/Abuse, Pedophilia, Transgender Agenda, LGBT-QPB Agenda. *N.B.: P = Pedophilia, 
next sexual psychopathy forced on society will probably be “B” for “Bestiality”)

• Abolition of Religion (e.g., Evolution, Atheism, Progressivism, Globalism)
• Creation of a One-World Government (e.g., New World Order, Globalism, Rise of the 

AntiChrist) 

 

Think Logically – So, how does the plot of the 1999 Matrix movie trilogy apply to the dystopian 
realities America and the World are plagued with at the dawn of the 2020 Elections in less than a year?

https://www.naturalnews.com/SearchResults.asp?query=bestiality&pr=NN
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To demonstrate the intersectionality of the Matrix movie trilogy and QAnon and the Illuminati-
Rothschild Deep State Satanism Network I cited the 10 top quotes from the Matrix movies and 
interjected QAnon’s prophetic declarations from Post #3613 (dated 19 Nov. 2019) – 

• [Matrix Movie excerpt #1] “You take the blue pill, the story ends, you wake up in your bed and 
believe whatever you want to believe. You take the red pill, you stay in Wonderland, and I show
you how deep the rabbit hole goes.” (Morpheus to Neo)

• QAnon     #3613  : What happens when 90% of the media is controlled/owned by (6) 
corporations?

• What happens when those same corporations are operated and controlled by a political 
ideology?

• What happens when the news is no longer free from bias?… 
• What happens when the news is no longer reliable and independent?
• What happens when the news is no longer trustworthy?
• What happens when the news simply becomes an extension/arm of a political party?

1. Fact becomes fiction?
2. Fiction becomes fact?

a. When does news become propaganda? 
b. Identity creation?

• [Matrix Movie excerpt #2] “The Matrix is everywhere. It is all around us. Even now, in this 
very room. You can see it when you look out your window or when you turn on your television. 
You can feel it when you go to work… when you go to church… when you pay your taxes. It is 
the world that has been pulled over your eyes to blind you from the truth. … That you are a 
slave, Neo. Like everyone else you were born into bondage. Born into a prison that you cannot 
smell or taste or touch. A prison for your mind.” (Morpheus to Neo) 

• QAnon     #3613  : What happens when 90% of the media is controlled/owned by (6) 
corporations?How does the average person, who is under constant financial stress (by 
design), find time to research and discern fact vs. fiction?

1. Majority of people more prone to believe someone in power sitting behind a big 
brand ‘news’ name? 

2. Do people [human psyche] tend to follow the ‘majority/mainstream viewpoint’ in
fear of being isolated and/or shunned?

3. ‘Mainstream’ is used for a reason [dominate trend in opinion].
[If majority of people believe ‘x’ then ‘x’ must be validated / true] 

https://qalerts.app/posts/?n=3613
https://qalerts.app/posts/?n=3613


 

• [Matrix Movie excerpt #3] “Spoon boy: Do not try and bend the spoon. That’s impossible. 
Instead… only try to realize the truth.
Neo: What truth?
Spoon boy: There is no spoon.
Neo: There is no spoon?
Spoon boy: Then you’ll see, that it is not the spoon that bends, it is only yourself.”

1. QAnon     #3613  : What happens when the news simply becomes an extension/arm of a 
political party?

• Fact becomes fiction?
• Fiction becomes fact?

2. When does news become propaganda? 
3. Identity creation?

https://qalerts.app/posts/?n=3613


• [Matrix Movie excerpt #4] “What is real? How do you define real? If you’re talking about what
you can feel, what you can smell, what you can taste and see, then real is simply electrical 
signals interpreted by your brain.” (Morpheus to Neo)

1. QAnon     #3613  : Why do ‘mainstream’ media heads, within different orgs, always use the 
same keywords and/or catch phrases?

• Coordinated? 
• By who? 
• Outside entity providing instructions? 

• [Matrix Movie excerpt #5] “To deny our own impulses is to deny the very thing that makes us 
human.” (Mouse)

1. QAnon     #3613  : Do they count on the fact that people [human psyche] are more prone to 
believe something if heard over-and-over again by different ‘trusted’ sources?

• Do ‘echo chamber’ tactics provide validation / credibility to the topic/point being
discussed?

2. Threat to intellectual freedom? 

• [Matrix Movie excerpt #6] “Have you ever had a dream Neo, that you were so sure was real? 
What if you were unable to wake from that dream? How would you know the difference 
between the dream world, and the real world?” (Morpheus to Neo)

1. QAnon     #3613  : Would control over[of] these institutions/organizations allow for the 
mass control of a populations viewpoint re: a desired topic?

• Read again – digest. 
2. Would control over[of] these institutions/organizations allow for the mass control of a 

populations viewpoint re: a desired topic?
• Logical thinking. 

https://qalerts.app/posts/?n=3613
https://qalerts.app/posts/?n=3613
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History is a pack of lies about events that never happened told by people who were not there.” – 
George Santayana (1863-1952), Philosopher, Essayist, Poet, Novelist. 

[Matrix Movie excerpt #7] “Neo, sooner or later you’re going to realize, just as I did, that there’s a 
difference between knowing the path, and walking the path.” (Morpheus to Neo)

1. QAnon     #3613  : Why, after the election of 2016, did [D]’s and media corps jumpstart a 
[coordinated & planned] divisive blitz intended to create falsehoods re: illegitimacy of election, 
character assassination of POTUS through sexism, racism, every other ‘ism’.

• Pre/post 2016 election? 
• Why were violent [masked] terror orgs such as Antifa immediately created/funded?
• Why were these orgs tasked w/ immediate intimidation/shut down of any pro-POTUS 

rally[s] and/or events?
• Why were marches immediately organized to counter and silence pro-POTUS rally[s] 

and/or events? 
2. Why were marches immediately organized which divided people into sex/gender, race, [ism]?

[Matrix Movie excerpt #8] “I’d like to share a revelation I’ve had during my time here. It came to me
when I tried to classify your species. I realized that you’re not actually mammals. Every mammal on
this planet instinctively develops a natural equilibrium with their surrounding environment, but you
humans do not. You move to an area, you move to an area and you multiply… and multiply until every
natural resource is consumed. The only way you can survive is to spread to another area. There is
another organism on this planet that follows the same pattern. Do you know what it is? A virus. Human
beings are a disease, a cancer of this planet. You are a plague, and we… are the cure.” (Agent Smith to
Neo)

1. QAnon     #3613  : When you control the levers of news dissemination, you control the narrative.
• Control of the narrative = power

2. When you are blind, what do you see?

[Matrix Movie excerpt #9] “I am going to be honest with you. I… hate… this place, this zoo, this 
prison, this reality — whatever you want to call it, I can’t stand it any longer. It’s the smell, if there is 
such a thing. I feel saturated by it. I can taste your stink, and every time I do, I fear that I’ve somehow 
been infected by it, it’s repulsive, isn’t it? I must get out of here. I must get free.” (Agent Smith to 
Morpheus)

1. QAnon     #3613  : They want you divided. 
• Divided by religion.
• Divided by sex.
• Divided by political affiliation.
• Divided by class.

2. When you are divided, and angry, and controlled, you target those ‘different’ from you, not 
those responsible [controllers].

• Divided you are weak.
• Divided you pose no threat to their control 

https://qalerts.app/posts/?n=3613
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Georgia Guidestones are presently located in Elbert County, Georgia. Wake Up ALERT! ! ! Satan’s 
FINAL SOLUTION against We the People = D-E-M-O-C-I-D-E! Read Geri Ungurean’s 2015 article – 
The Georgia Guide Stones, Population Control and the Coming     Antichrist   exposing the Georgia 
Guidestone’s open secret plot to murder (through Nazi Eugenics depopulation policies [“Crimes 
Against Humanity”], tainted vaccines, weaponized viruses, disease, weather manipulation, human 
trafficking/abortion/Satanic sacrifices, etc.…) over 90% of the current 7.6 Billion people on earth down
to 500,000,000! *N.B.: Also read my 2011 WND.com article – The Ten Commandments of the 
Antichrist. 

• [Matrix Movie excerpt #10] “I know you’re out there. I can feel you now. I know that you’re 
afraid. You’re afraid of us. You’re afraid of change. I don’t know the future. I didn’t come here 
to tell you how this is going to end. I came here to tell you how it’s going to begin. I’m going to 
hang up this phone, and then I’m going to show these people what you don’t want them to see. 
I’m going to show them a world without you. A world without rules and controls, without 
borders or boundaries; a world where anything is possible. Where we go from there is a choice I
leave to you.” (Neo to the machines at a public phone) 

• QAnon     #3613  : When ‘non-dogmatic’ information becomes FREE & TRANSPARENT it
becomes a threat to those who attempt to control the narrative and/or stable [livestock 
kept – sheep]. 

• When you are awake, you stand on the outside of the stable (‘group-think’ collective), 
and have ‘free thought’. #QAnon

3 CIA Demonic Operations against U.S.

https://threadreaderapp.com/hashtag/QAnon
https://qalerts.app/posts/?n=3613
https://www.wnd.com/2011/02/265265/
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Admittedly, I am not a genius, nor am I a particularly a talented thinker, writer, philosopher, 
intellectual, or academic. But what I am good at is connecting the dots to History. The above 
intersectionality between the top 10 quotes from the Matrix movie trilogy with QAnon post #3613 was 
done essentially in chronological order by synthesizing both lists. Why does the Matrix movie trilogy 
and QAnon post #3613 seamlessly work so perfectly together? Because the CIA has controlled 
Hollywood for decades by controlling the population through these 3 Demonic CIA Projects:

1. MK-Ultra Mind Control   = CIA infiltrating all U.S. media, Hollywood, and weaponizing all 
government institutions to manipulate U.S., pervert U.S. and to control We the People using 
illegal and deadly drugs, terrorism, psychological mind control tactics;

2. Operation Mockingbird   = CIA project infiltrating all branches of Jounalism, Media and Cinema 
with top Nazi doctors, scientists, academics imported directly from Hitler’s Germany at the end 
of World War II. *N.B.: Hollywood movies are essentially the propaganda arm of the Deep 
State created by the CIA and other intelligence agencies to control and democide U.S. all. 
Movies are essentially prophecies (hidden in plain sight) warning U.S. of our Collective, 
Globalist, Dystopian future enslaved inside the Matrix. 

3. Operation Paperclip   = CIA projects infiltrating America with thousands of with top Nazi 
doctors, scientists, academics imported directly from Hitler’s Germany at the end of World War 
II. These men over the past 70 years quickly reproduced and intermarried with unwitting 
American women to produce perhaps millions of other Satanic, Pedophile, Eugenicist, Anti-
American “Nazis” who presently work in Academic and in all levels of the American 
government plotting against President Trump, plotting against America and seeking to destroy 
the World. REMEMBER – The Matrix trilogy (and virtually all movies) are not fiction as we 
have been led to believe. We the People are being entertained, we are unwitting participants in 
Satanic riturals to steal our Souls and the Soul of America. 

https://www.naturalnews.com/054367_Nazi_scientists_GMOs_Operation_Paperclip.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/SearchResults.asp?query=operation+mockingbird&pr=NN
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QAnon is not written by any one man, but perhaps 10s or hundreds of highly intelligent, highly trained 
military intelligence officers who are not part of the Deep State Illuminati Globalist Traitor Network – 
men who chose Trump in 2012 to run for President of the United States in order to save the Republic 
from Obama and the Illuminati-Rothschild Satanic New World Order (Globalism). QAnon is composed
of both Men and women, Nationalists and Patriots who have sworn their allegiance to President Donald
J. Trump and thus have a vested interest in preserving and protecting our REPUBLIC by bypassing the 
Fake, Democidal Deep State, the Shadow Government and its Propaganda arm – the Fake News Media 
who 24/7 seek to diminish, deconstruct and destroy this great Republic by any and all means necessary!

Qui bono? – Who benefits? In order to get this critical information for the survival of our Republic into
the hearts and minds of We the People – QAnon has been activated and weaponized Nationalist, 
Patriots belonging to military intelligence (not CIA), together with Twitter directives from President 
Trump (= ‘Q+’), and disseminated directly to U.S. in logical, predictable code language based on 
History and Veritas (Truth). This is done so that when the Revolution hits U.S. (and it will occur very 
soon) – We the People will know exactly what to do and all of the Deep State traitors down through the 
Ages will quickly be exposed, tried in a court of law, and given their well-deserved punishment of 
financial ruin, suicide, assassination, or life imprisonment for their numerous War Crimes, Crimes 
Against Humanity. A precursor to these events occurred 70 years ago when the Allied Powers brought a
small number of Nazi defendants to justice – just like 75 years ago during the Nuremberg Trials at the 
conclusion of World War II (1945-49) – 

• Conspiracy to commit crimes alleged in other counts;
• Crimes against Peace;
• War Crimes;
• Crimes against Humanity.

https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/the-nuremberg-trials
https://www.amazon.com/Nuremberg-Trials-Last-Tragedy-Holocaust/dp/0761841083


 

Epilogue—The Choice: Trumpian Nationalism vs. Democidal Dystopia and Gestapo Globalism?

In an ealier essay concluding my 20-part lecture review series on Art Thompson’s magisterial history 
book – To the Victor Go the Myths & the Monuments (John Birch Society, 2016), I stated that – “We the
People have been fighting these Democrat Democidal Devils since YEAR ONE – 1776 – The 
American Revolution (4 July 1776) and the advent of the Satanic Rothschild-Illuminati duopoly 2 
months before (1 May 1776) – whose singular objective is the utter deconstruction of society and the 
annihilation of virtually all humanity… But why? These billionaire Globalists who are the controllers 
and the faces of the New World Order are virtually all Satanists and thus regularly meet to plot and plan
to involuntarily and radically depopulate the World – To engage in the most vilest psychopathy 
including weaponizing world Governments against the people by numerous and tyrannical forms of 
Democide and Decabonization though the CIA, FBI, DNI, NSA, Hollywood, Media, Courts, Hospitals,
Law, Courts, the Economy, Businesses, National, Geopolitical and other government entities, literally 
for hundreds of years. These Rothschild banking cartels and Illuminati agents have played both sides of

https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-11-24-decarbonize-means-depopulation-aoc-bernie-sanders-exterminating-humans.html
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every war since the American Revolution (1775-83) and French Revolutions (1789-1800) with the 
intent to democide U.S. all – poisoning our air, water, food supply, soil, medicine and vaccines with 
cancer-causing agents. The Left has been responsible for perverting society and culture with —
 Pedophilia, Child sex trafficking, Ritual Satanic Child Sacrifice including eating children and using 
their blood (adrenal chrome) to like vampires – stave off death, to become ‘immortal’.”

Again, quoting from lecture review essay Part 20: “Historian Art Thompson succinctly summarizes 
where We the People are in our existential battles against Satan and his Illuminous-Rothschild Legions 
in this manner – “So, we come to the conclusion of our series on Myths vs. Facts. … You see the intent 
of this series is basically twofold”—

1. To have you realize that our country and our freedom has been under attack since the founding of 
our country;That there are evil forces intent on subjugating not only U.S. but the entire world; That our
problems are not the natural evolution of things, but an organized group behind what we see 
happening.

2. The second thing we hope to accomplish was for you to realize this evil can be stopped; And for you
to understand that the responsibility of stopping this evil starts with you – no one else. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RfGV3jpKhVw&list=PLS2zYUkKepAoUMARAYS5A4jPiZ__2ZF3c&index=40
http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/2019/11/10/myths-vs-facts-part-20-radical-changes-in-america-final-closing-thoughts/
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EXISTENTIAL JEALOUSY AND HATRED – Satan has from the beginning hated Humanity because 
we took his place as His beloved because unlike Lucifer and the Angels we were created “in the image 
of God” and thus have that ubiquitous spark of divinity within our very Soul. Thus Satan, his legions 
demons and his modern-day human allies (e.g., the Illuminous-Rothschild Globalists), have down 
through the Ages likewise created policies and laws to depopulate the world in the name of their 
megalomania New World Order utopia. Their means? – Aborting many, many more millions (babies, 
children and adults) than HITLER, Lenin, Stalin, Mao ever could have dreamed of by poisoning the 
food supply, air, water, soil, sky, atmosphere, environment and humanity with poisons secretly put into 
the vaccines. This much we know because it has been declassified by the CIA, FBI, NSA, and via their 
own White Papers that these Globalist foundations (Ford, Soros, Carnegie, Rockerfeller, Gates, etc…) 
have published for well-over 100 years. Especially noteworthy revelations of the history, plots and 
plans of the Deep State have been done for over 25 years by journalist Alex Jones and InfoWars.com.
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George 
Bernard Shaw (1856-1950) – Irish playwright, critic, polemicist and political activist, Eugenicist, 
Proto-Nazi, Founder of the Fabian Society (Communist front group promoting “Gradualist” or 
“Gradualism” to create diabolical policies to deconstruct and destroy society slowly from within). 
Hitler and Nazism wasn’t created in a vacuum. These ideas go directly back to 1776 and the creation of
the Illuminati and House of Rothschild. 

Because the hour is late and Trump has caused tremendous harm to the Deep State Nazis by his own 
military intelligence allied with him to counter the Deep State strongholds in Amreica and throughout 
the world, the tide turning towards God, Jesus, Liberty, Freedom and Veritas (Truth) for a new age of 
Peace, Properity, Love and Righteousness. If Trump doesn’t win the 2020 Election, then instead of a 
brief Nationalist Utopia, We the People and the enitre world will be plunged into new, eternal, hellish 
Dystopia as spoken of by Agent Smith in the meme below from the Matrix spoken to Morpheus while 
he was having CIA-MKUltra mind control techniques and torture done against him to get the secret 
codes to find the last vestigies of Humanity hiding underground – the last nation on earth they called 
“ZION”.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gradualism#Politics_and_society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Bernard_Shaw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Bernard_Shaw


D-E-M-O-C-I-D-
E – is a term proposed by Professor R. J. Rummel (1932-2014) since at least 1994 who defined it as 
“the intentional killing of an unarmed or disarmed person by government agents acting in their 
authoritative capacity and pursuant to government policy or high command.” 

PRAYER FOR OUR REPUBLIC – May God forbid and destroy the plots and plans of all Democrat, 
Democidal Deep State Devils from our nearly 250 slide into the abyss (1776-2020). I believe with all 
my heart (along with 63 Million legal American citizens who voted for Trump on 8 Nov. 2016 and will 
zealously do so again on 3 Nov. 2020) that QAnon, President Trump and We the People will unite as 
one to expose, judge and destroy the Illuminati-Rothschild-Globalist-Satanist New World Order before 
it is everlastingly too late. . . In Jesus name, Amen.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R._J._Rummel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democide
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